
SUMMARY OF THE ISSUE

Theory and Philosophy of Psychology

L.Ia. Dorfman. Conception of the
Meta\individual World: the State of
the Art

The author postulates a class of
psychological phenomena in which
their inner (inter�corporeal) and outer
(extra�corporeal) sides, their separa�
tion and unification, form a whole. The
class is a subject matter of the so�called
conception of the meta�individual
world. How does the contradictory
wholeness emerge in this class of phe�
nomena and what are its inner mecha�
nisms? This is the main issue the con�
ception has to deal with. The meta�in�
dividual world is a heterogeneous
poli�system with many qualities and
determining factors. Its existence and
functioning is regulated by the princi�
ples of relativity and complementarity,
of parallelism and transitions between
the systems. In the meta�individual
world, four relatively independent ar�
eas are distinguished: «authorship»,
«possession», «acceptance» and «de�
pendence». 

Theoretical and Empirical Research

A.N. Voronin. Intellectual Activi\
ty: Intelligence and Creativity in an
Actual Interaction

The article deals with the issues of
intelligence and creativity in interper�
sonal relationships. The author re�in�
terprets the notion of intellectual acti�
vity by transforming it into a larger
conception and demonstrating its con�

nections with the traditional meaning of
intellect and creativity, on the one hand,
and with thinking and creative activity,
on the other hand. In the author’s view,
intellectual activity is interactive, is rea�
lised together with other persons and
has a significant impact on their intellec�
tual and creative abilities. The empirical
study shows how personal traits and in�
terpersonal relationships between the
teachers and his/her students influence
the development of students’ intellect
and creativity. 

Special Theme of the Issue. 
Economic Psychology: 

A Cross	disciplinary Research Area

I.Iu. Kalmykova, M.M. Iudkevich.
Economics and Emotions

The authors describe the attempts,
both conceptual and methodical, to ac�
count for and to analyse emotional fac�
tors of decision�making  � the attempts
which took place at various stages of
development of the economic theory.
They also examine potential factors of
drawing economists’ interest to the
problem. The authors describe main ar�
guments of those economist res�
earchers, who take into account the
emotional component of economic
behaviour, as well as their actual at�
tempts to include emotions into econo�
mic analysis. The focus is on the game
experiment that the economists con�
ducted in order to examine the role of
emotions. The authors discuss various
tendencies in game theory and evolu�
tionary economics and the convergence
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of economic and social methods as the
factor that determines economists’ in�
terest in the study of emotions.

A.N. Poddiakov. Intransitive Cha\
racter of Superiority Relations and
Decision\making

The article offers an interdisciplina�
ry study of transitive/intransitive cha�
racter of superiority relations: A is supe�
rior (inferior) to B, B is superior (infe�
rior) to C, A is superior (inferior) to C.
The author argues that the transitivity
principle is not universal. In many sub�
ject areas, and with the help of various
methods, it is shown that the transitivi�
ty axiom withstands only if there is no
interaction between the objects under
comparison, and that it fails in more
complex cases. The author suggests that
in such cases a different argumentative
basis is needed. He introduces four situ�
ation types relating to a) the objective
character of transitivity/intransitivity
relations; b) their subjective evaluation
by a person. He concludes by examining
the consequences of decision�making,
including erroneous decisions made on
the assumption of the principle of tran�
sitive relations.

F.T. Aleskerov. The Paradigm of
Utility Maximization and Its Genera\
lizations: Review of a Research Area

Different versions of the utility maxi�
mization paradigm are examined and the
problem of representing preferences and
choice functions by utility functions is
studied. Results obtained in the classical
case (without the comparison threshold)
and in the case of the threshold depen�
ding on one alternative are compared.
The models are constructed in which the
threshold depends on two compared al�
ternatives and/or a feasible set of alter�

natives. A model explaining H. Simon’s
paradigm of choice is described.

Work in Progress

E.A. Valueva. Intelligence, Creati\
vity and the Processes of Spreading
Activation 

The seeks the processes in common
which might account for the perceived
correlation between intellect and creati�
ve abilities. Though the idea of a link
between creativity and spreading activa�
tion is rather old, it has not been invol�
ved in the discussion of the processes
behind intelligence. The author suggests
that her experiments (one is with intelli�
gence tests, the other is with words re�
cognition and categorisation) allows one
to hypothesise that spreading activation
might play an essential role in intellectu�
al processes as well. She offers a model
that describes a special effect which acti�
vation has on intellectual task solving.

Iu.E. Kravchenko. The Role of
Stable Components of Experience in
Interpreting a Potentially Emotional
Situation

The suggested study deals with the
influence of professional experience on
interpreting frustrating circumstances
and on the most plausible (from the
subject’s point of view) way of dealing
with them. Two occupations, more or
less vulnerable to emotional exhaus�
tion, were compared. The results show
that the occupation with the higher
risk of emotional exhaustion leads to a
more frequent choice of particular
schemes of interpreting frustrating cir�
cumstances. The author traces the dif�
ferences between representatives of the
two occupations in the ways they res�
pond to frustrating situations.




